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HISTORY
& HERITAGE

In 2006, YETI founders, brothers Roy and Ryan Seiders, set out to build a 
cooler without compromise. They were tired of handles breaking apart, latches 
snapping off, and lids caving in year after year. Ordinary ice chests were cutting 
outdoor adventures short and regularly costing money to replace. So, they 
decided to create a solution: to engineer a cooler that could keep ice for days, 
one that was durable enough for anglers to stand on and cast from, one that 
was completely different to any cooler that had come before it. 

That’s how YETI Coolers was founded, and then the legendary Tundra® 
Cooler hit the market. It was a cooler made especially for the serious outdoor 
enthusiast rather than the occasional camper. One that can get dropped out 
of a truck, dragged through the backcountry, withstand any weather, and still 
be game for more. One that is virtually indestructible and designed to be 
irreplaceable.

Since 2006, we’ve built even more products that stand up to the hazards of the 
wild so you can stay out longer, travel farther, and live harder. 

No matter where the wild takes you, there’s a YETI ready to tackle your next 
adventure head on.



YETI Coolers founders, Ryan and Roy Seiders, with father Roger
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KEEP ICE
ICE-COLD

Born from frustration, the YETI Tundra is what happens when you find every single 
downside to cheap coolers and over-engineer the hell out of them. It ’s ice for 

days - for all  your days - in the wild, and it ’s ready for any adventure.

ColdLock Gasket

A freezer-quality gasket
circles the length of the lid
to block out the heat and 
lock in the cold.

FatWall Design

Extra-thick walls hold up to 
two inches of insulation for 
unmatched ice retention.

PermaFrost Insulation

Pressure-injected, commercial-grade 
polyurethane foam in the walls and lid 
make sure your ice stays cold for days.

OUTLASTS THE
OUTDOORS

Certified Bear-Resistant

Designed to meet the Interagency 
Grizzly Bear Committee’s 
structural standards 
for food storage.

T-Rex Lid Latches

Patented design uses heavy-duty 
rubber so your latches stay latched.

Rotomolded Construction

Makes it armoured to the core and 
virtually indestructible.

NeverFail Hinge System

Two hinge pins and interlocking design 
prevents the hinge from ever breaking.

WHY THE TUNDRA
IS WORTH IT
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The YETI Tundra 35 is portable enough for one person to haul while still 
having an impressive carrying capacity. Thanks to up to 3 inches of PermaFrost 
Insulation and the FatWall Design, this cooler will keep your ice icy. And even 
though it ’s the smallest of our Tundra line, the Tundra 35 is still built to be 
bear-resistant. 

HOLDS
25.3 Litres  |  20 Cans*  |  13kg of Ice**

RRP £249.99 | €299,99

TUNDRA 35

The YETI® Roadie® is BYOB’s new best friend. Its ColdLock™ Gasket is built just 
like the Tundra®’s, so ice stays colder longer, and its No Sweat™ Design means 
you’ll never be stuck mopping up a mess. With its compact body and 
rotomolded construction, this small but mighty outdoor cooler is ready to hit 
the road, whether you’re in for a day of tailgating or kicking back at the ranch.

HOLDS
18.9 Litres  |  14 Cans*  |  9kg of Ice**

RRP £199.99 |  €239,99

The YETI Tundra 45 combines versatility with durability. This premium cooler is 
infused with that legendary YETI toughness. It has a durable rotomolded 
construction and up to two inches of PermaFrost Insulation. It’s UV-resistant and 
damn-near indestructible. The durable, marine-grade polyester rope handles with 
textured grips let you easily haul your Tundra 45 to the campsite and out on quick 
hunting excursions.

HOLDS
31 Litres  |  26 Cans*  |  16kg of Ice**

RRP £299.99 |  €349,99

TUNDRA 45

WHITE DESERT TAN

WHITE DESERT TAN

ROADIE 20

WHITE DESERT TAN



Our coolers are at home on the dock, at the ranch, in the blind, or on the boat, and 
the Tundra® 65 is no exception. Just as adept at keeping your catches cold in the 
field as it is storing the drinks and food for your backyard barbecue, this ice chest 
is plenty roomy, holding a limit of redfish or your prized brisket.

HOLDS
48.4 Litres  | 39 Cans*  |  25kg of Ice**

RRP £349.99 | €399,99

TUNDRA 65

The YETI® Tundra® 75 is the outdoor cooler that’s ideal for keeping your family and 
friends fed and hydrated during a tailgate, barbecue, or day at the lake. 
Wherever you take it, the bear-resistant design of the Tundra 75 cooler will 
protect your food, drink, or catches from burly party crashers. Its rectangular body 
has the flexibility to make itself useful on board — it will fit under most leaning 
posts and can also be used as a seat in front of most centre consoles. 

HOLDS
66.2 Litres  |  50 Cans*  |  30kg of Ice**

RRP £449.99 | €499,99

TUNDRA 75

We designed the YETI Tundra 105 outdoor cooler with more height and a smaller 
footprint, so it takes up less room in your boat or truck bed. That extra altitude lets 
you stack your meats and drinks up high with enough room for a layer of ice on 
top. This body shape means greater capacity and longer ice retention than 
 standard coolers, and the benefits don’t stop there. The Tundra 105 is dry-ice 
compatible, so you can keep everything cooler for even longer than with 
standard ice and with less weight.

HOLDS
74.2 Litres  |  59 Cans*  |  42kg of Ice**

RRP £479.99 | €549,99

TUNDRA 105

WHITE DESERT TAN

WHITE DESERT TAN

WHITE DESERT TAN



The YETI® Tundra® 110 was designed specifically with the rafting community in 
mind. It’s sized to fit all major raft frames snugly, so your YETI doesn’t end up 
overboard. And like all YETI coolers, the Tundra 110 is built to last trip after trip, 
with the same rotomolded polyethylene construction used to make whitewater 
kayaks. Up to 3 inches of PermaFrost™ Insulation and our ColdLock™ Gasket mean 
you won’t have to constantly top it off with ice. Which is good, because you don’t 
pass too many convenience stores on the river. 

HOLDS
86.7 Litres  |  65 Cans*  |  46kg of Ice**

RRP £499.99 | €599,99

TUNDRA 110

YETI® Tundra® 125 is your go-to ice chest. Built from virtually indestructible 
rotomolded polyethylene with up to 3 inches of PermaFrost™ Insulation in the walls 
and lid, it’s your best bet for keeping ice on longer journeys. When used as a 
durable marine cooler, it offers ample space to hold the whole crew’s limit of 
snapper, redfish, or trout. Plus, it doubles as a seating bench to save room on 
board. And the No Sweat™ Design prevents puddles from forming aboard your 
trusty vessel. As a hunting buddy, it excels at keeping a quartered deer 
preserved while you kick back with a few drinks by the fire.

HOLDS
107.1 Litres  |  81 Cans*  |  58.5kg of Ice**

RRP £549.99 | €649,99

TUNDRA 125

The Tundra® 160 is designed for those guys and gals who are in the field or on a 
boat season after season, for whom ordinary coolers just won’t cut it. Durable? 
You bet. This large cooler is made from the same rotomolded polyethylene as 
whitewater kayaks. And the molded-in NeverFail™ Hinge System means you’ll 
never have to replace a busted hinge again. Superior cold-holding power? Of 
course. With our FatWall™ Design and ColdLock™ Gasket, you’ll spend more time 
doing what you love and less time restocking ice.

HOLDS
133.6 Litres  |  100 Cans*  |  72kg of Ice**

RRP £679.99 | €799,99

TUNDRA 160

WHITE

WHITE

WHITE



The YETI® Tundra® 210 is our deepest outdoor cooler with a smaller, cubed 
footprint. That cavernous space combined with less surface area lets you haul 
a mighty load of food or drinks without taking up too much space in your truck, 
trailer, or boat. Of course, all that efficiency of space doesn’t do you much good if 
it can’t keep your supplies cold. But come on — this is a YETI. All that makes this 
the perfect cooler to take to the remote job site, on extended hunting and fishing 
expeditions, longer camping trips, all-day tailgates, or any other 
endeavour that requires maximum carrying capacity.

HOLDS
188.5 Litres  |  140 Cans*  |  94kg of Ice**

RRP £799.99 | €949,99

TUNDRA 210

If you regularly find yourself in the wilderness on long hunting or fishing trips, the 
Tundra® 250 commercial-grade cooler is your new best friend. Going by sea? It’s 
perfect for offshore sport or commercial fishing. It’s big enough to hold wahoo, 
tuna, and amberjack, and the integrated tie-down slots keep your catch in place. 
The UV-resistant polyethylene material won’t fade or crack from being in the sun 
all day. Or month. Or year. Going by land? The Tundra 250 is one large cooler that 
lets you pile in a quartered moose, elk, or several deer, and the 
freezer-style gasket means your meat will stay fresh the whole trip. 

HOLDS
209.3 Litres  |  155 Cans*  |  105kg of Ice**

RRP £899.99 | €1.049,99

TUNDRA 250

The Tundra® 350 is YETI®’s largest premium cooler. With a whopping 19,000 cubic 
inches of capacity and enough space to hold 299 litres, it’s built to handle big 
events and deep-sea catches. The Tundra 350 is engineered tough from one piece 
of rotomolded polyethelyne, so it’ll last a lifetime. And its PermaFrost™ Insulation, 
No Sweat™ Design, and self-stopping hinges make storing your hauls and hunts 
easy. It can hold two freshly caught tuna, up to three elk, multiple whitetail — with 
the Tundra 350, the only limit is your limit because space is never an issue.

HOLDS
299 Litres  |  59 Cans*  |  42kg of Ice**

RRP £1,299.99 | €1.549,99

TUNDRA 350

WHITE

WHITE

WHITE



It’s time to upgrade your ice bucket. The YETI TANK® 45 will keep 52 cans or a pony keg 
of your favourite beer icy cold for your next get-together. Just like its big brother the YETI 
TANK 85, the 45 ice bucket has a rotomolded design and polyurethane foam insulation for 
maximum ice retention, durability, and puddle-free performance.

HOLDS
40 Litres  |  52 Cans*  |  40kg of Ice**

RRP £199.99 | €249,99

TANK 45

YETI Nation spoke and we listened. Our first-ever YETI cooler on wheels is the answer to 
taking Tundra’s® legendary toughness and unmatched insulation power the extra mile. And 
nothing was sacrificed in the making of this cold-holding  powerhouse,  ensuring the Haul™ 
lives up to the Tundra name. The Tundra® Haul™ is now the  toughest cooler on two wheels.

HOLDS
50 Litres  |  45 Cans*  |  25kg of Ice**

RRP £399.99 | €499,99

TUNDRA HAUL

Protect your beverages from unwanted warm temperatures. The YETI TANK® 85 is a 70 ltr, 
party-ready ice tub that’s as armoured as its namesake. Our patented insulation keeps your 
drinks or food frosty, while the durable rotomolded design and military-grade nylon handles 
let you carry it into action over and over, wherever a cold one is needed. No matter how 
wild your next tailgate, fish fry, clam bake, or backyard barbecue, the YETI TANK is up to the 
challenge.

HOLDS
70 Litres  |  96 Cans*  |  78kg of Ice**

RRP £249.99 |  €299,99

TANK 85

WHITE

WHITE

WHITE

DESERT TAN

DESERT TAN

DESERT TAN
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Florida Outdoor Experience, Chiefland, Florida, USA
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The YETI® Silo™ 6G is what a water cooler should be: a hardworking hydration station that 
keeps water cold for hours, tough enough to take a tumble, and built to deliver more than just 
drops at a time. With these critical qualities in mind, we called upon the legendary cold-holding 
power and rotomolded armour of the Tundra® and fused it with an ultra-strong spigot to create 
a remarkably insulated, quick-to-pour, easy-to-clean powerhouse of a water cooler.

HOLDS
22 Litres  |  10kg of Ice**

RRP £299.99 | €349,99

SILO 6G

WHITE
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Food Safe

LipGrip Handle AnchorPoint Tie-Down Slots Bearfoot Non-Slip Ring

Brine the turkey or get 
the homebrew going.

Makes carrying your catch 
seem like less of a chore.

Secure your bucket to the back 
of your ATV, ute or boat to 
keep it snug and secure.

No slipping, no sliding, 
and its non-marking.

HeftyHauler Handle SureStrong Build

Designed for easy hauling 
and comfortable carrying.

This workhorse is high impact resistant 
and virtually indestructible

MOST VERSATILE 
TOOL OF THE 
TRADE

LOADOUT
5-GALLON BUCKET

Buckets have been overlooked for far too long. They’re the unsung hero of hard work, 
lugging feed on ranches and washing down boats for centuries on end. Inspired by their longevity, 

we took this versatile and age-old tool and backed it with a nearly indestructible design and a 
comfortable YETI-strong handle to create the world’s first 5-gallon, 

food-safe, easy haulin’ bucket.







The LoadOut Bucket is the unsung hero of hard work and deserved a little attention. 
Our ultra-durable LoadOut™ bucket is designed for lugging, loading, 
hauling, baling, and stepping. Whether you’re on the farm, on the boat 
or in the garage, our 5-gallon bucket is nearly indestructible and ready to work. 
But don’t depend on it for keeping ice cold, it has other jobs to do.  

HOLDS
18.92 Litres

RRP £39.99 | €49,99

LOADOUT BUCKET

LOADOUT LID LOADOUT UTILITY 
GEAR BELT

LOADOUT CADDY

The LoadOut Lid keeps contents 
safe from salt spray and contained 
when the water gets rough. The 
HeftHex™ Construction makes for a 
more durable framework that resists 
cracking, even in extreme temps 
with over 130kgs of pressure. 

RRP £29.99 | €39,99

Tackle any task with the LoadOut 
Utility Gear Belt. The QuadPocket™ 
Design is specifically engineered 
for all your general stuff. Tools, 
tackle, spent shells, pocket knives, 
dog treats, bottle caps. You get it. 

RRP £39.99 | €49,99

With everything the bucket can do, 
it’s not known for its organisational 
capacity. This 3-compartment caddy 
is built YETI tough, so it’s resistant to 
cracks and breaks when you need to 
fling it aside or drop it on the deck. 

RRP £19.99 | €29,99

THESE ADD-ONS ENSURE YOUR 
LOADOUT BUCKET WORKS EVEN HARDER

WHITE DESERT TAN CHARCOAL



EASYFIND™ DESIGNWILDPROOF™ DESIGN100% WATERPROOF

MULTIMISSION SYSTEM

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

Portable build and versatile 
gear configurations  frees you to 
pack this up for any pursuit.

1. PACK ATTIC™

Three accessible compartments 
in one deployable bag.

3. CADDY

From duck calls to fly boxes, dog treats 
to boat keys, this keeps you organised. 
No more rummaging around.

2. DIVIDER

Splits one big compartment into 
two. Easily removed when you 
need to load up the big stuff.

Wide design and versatile 
compartments keep  gear and tools 
in their places and still accessible.

Waterproof and dustproof to keep gear 
inside protected from unwanted wilderness.

GORE™ Vent allows for air flow when 
the pressure changes, and still 
prevents water from passing through.

DEFENDER MATERIAL SYSTEM

We can’t legally say it’s unbreakable 
– but this cargo box can withstand 
serious impact, even in the 
most extreme conditions.

THE CARGO BOX
THAT KNOWS
NO BOUNDS

WHY THE GOBOX
IS WORTH IT

Having the gear you need right when you need it — that’s a good feeling. 
And peace of mind that they’re supremely protected in a weatherproof, waterproof vault?

Well that’s a damn good feeling. 

Check that convenience off — day in and day out — with the hyper-organised and nearly 
indestructible LoadOut GoBox.



Alpine Hunt - Victoria
Image by Adam Gibson



James Viles Mark La Brooy



Having your gear accessible and protected is non-negotiable for almost any pursuit – and yet typical 
gear cases aren’t built to stand up to the demands of the outdoors, and lack organisational 
capabilities. Built to be nearly indestructible, the LoadOut GoBox can endure seasons in the sun, 
negative temps in the field, and the daily abuse of being lugged in and out of the truck, the boat, 
and the blind. 

DIMENSIONS
52cm x 37cm x 28cm

RRP £249.99 | €299,99

LOADOUT GOBOX

WHITE DESERT TAN CHARCOAL
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DryHide Shell

Hopper’s high-density 
fabric resists mildew, 
punctures, and UV rays.

RF- Welded Seam Construction

EVA Foam Bottom

Double-Stitched Carry Options

ColdCell Insulation Wide-Mouth OpeningHitchPoint Grid

Radio frequency welding creates 
ultra-durable, waterproof, bonded 
seams that won’t bust or leak.

The heavy-duty EVA Foam 
Bottom adds stability and 
addional abrasion resistance.

Strap it down or carry it along with confidence 
- every pick up point is reinforced.

Closed-Cell foam is lightweight 
and offers far superior temperature 
retention - both hot and cold 
- to ordinary soft coolers.

Allows easy access and 
visabiltiy to your contents.

Accessorise your Hopper with the 
flexibility of the HitchPoint Grid. 
Easily attach bottle openers, keychains 
and the SideKick Dry through the strapping.

ALL-ROUND
RUGGED

HOPPER
PORTABLE COOLERS

Hoppers are easy to carry and tough as nails. Each model is built with supremely 
rugged materials and 100% leak proof. This line of coolers is built to go places and keep your 
goods the right temp, meaning the cold ones stay ice-cold when it’s hot and food stays warm 

on even the coldest days out.



The Hopper Flip 8 personal cooler is designed to hold its own outdoors. With its 
rugged exterior and extreme cold-holding insulation, you’ll find this soft 
cooler to be anything but. 

HOLDS
7.9 Litres  |  8 Cans*  |  4.5kg of Ice**

RRP £199.99 | €249,99

HOPPER FLIP 8

Say hello to the leakproof, tough-as-nails, carry-the-day soft cooler. Around here, 
we call it the Hopper Flip 12. Like the original Hopper, the Hopper Flip 12 can 
withstand serious abuse in the field, even with everyday use. Its wide-mouth 
opening makes for easy loading and access to your food and drinks. Plus, its 
compact, cubed body allows for ultimate portability, never slowing you down. 
It’s the only personal cooler that’s game for full days in the tree stand, early 
mornings in the duck boat, or afternoons on the water.

HOLDS
12.1 Litres  |  12 Cans*  |  7kg of Ice**

RRP £249.99 | €299,99

HOPPER FLIP 12

The weekend is young, so pack up your new Hopper Flip 18 personal cooler and 
head for the hills. The bigger build suits your larger hauls and longer expeditions. 
Set out with your lunch while you work for your dinner, and have a couple cold 
ones to kick back with after. Hopper Flip 18 is durable, leakproof and versatile 
with the HitchPoint™ Grid for tools and accessories. And like all YETI coolers, it’s 
equipped with superior insulation to keep the cold for days.

HOLDS
17.7 Litres  |  16 Cans*  |  16kg of Ice**

RRP £299.99 | €349,99

HOPPER FLIP 18

CHARCOAL

CHARCOAL

CHARCOAL

FOG GREY

FOG GREY

FOG GREY







The Hopper BackFlip 24 fuses the durability of the Hopper Flip with a new, 
convenient-to-carry design. It’s our first cooler engineered to carry as a backpack, 
using the best tech of both worlds. Built taller and wider than its Hopper Flip 
counterparts, Hopper BackFlip is designed to efficiently distribute the weight of your 
goods, while the ergonomic shoulder straps make the journey more comfortable. 
Even more, a removable chest strap and waist belt are included for added stability 
and security. And like the rest of the Hopper family, it promises superior cold-holding, 
a 100% leakproof zipper, and a tough DryHide™ Shell. So, go ahead and trek to your 
favourite faraway fishing destination, because this backpack cooler won’t slow you down.    

HOLDS
24 Litres  |  20 Cans*  |  11.3kg of Ice**

RRP £299.99 | €349,99

HOPPER BACKFLIP 24

CHARCOAL FOG GREY



The YETI® Hopper™ 30 is the first 100% leakproof, portable cooler that’s built for 
the long haul and can keep ice for days. It’s reliable. It’s convenient. 
It’s easy to carry and designed for those on the go. It’s well-suited for days at the 
ranch, a BYOB dinner at The Salt Lick, or an afternoon on the water. 
Its DryHide™ Shell is puncture-resistant while the HydroLok™ Zipper 
is the best cooler zipper ever, period. 

HOLDS
28 Litres  |  24 Cans*  |  13kg of Ice**

RRP £299.99 | €349,99

HOPPER TWO 30

FOG GREY





M30
The soft cooler you 
know and love, but 
like nothing you’ve 
seen before.

HOPPER





Our carry-the-day, tough-as-nails Hopper soft cooler has one big update. We’ve re-engineered the opening 
to offer a wide mouth for easy loading and unloading. It closes almost on its own with our HydroShield™ 
Technology – a strip of ultra-strong magnets – then is secured with two Quick-Release Buckles to ensure 
it can withstand being tossed around.

HOLDS
27 Litres  |  13 Cans*  |  12kg of Ice**

RRP £299.99 |  €349,99

HOPPER M30

CHARCOALNAVY



Alpine Hunt - Victoria
Image by Adam Gibson





Iliamna River Lodge, Alaska, USA
Images by Ben Satterlee

Pack a lunch you’ll actually look forward to with the Daytrip Lunch Bag. In true YETI fashion, we upgraded a 
classic form factor to give you a fresh-for-hours, fold-and-go, easy-to-clean lunch bag that takes soggy 
sandwiches and lukewarm drinks off the menu. Did we mention it’s lined with hours-worth of 
insulation power? Surprise.

RRP £79.99 | €99,99

DAYTRIP LUNCH BAG

CHARCOALNAVY
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MUG
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Our Rambler line was created with one mission in mind: to make tough-as-hell drinking vessels that 
could keep cold drinks cold and hot drinks hot for hours on end. And we didn’t compromise one 

feature along the way.

WHY THE RAMBLER
IS WORTH IT

Over-The-Nose™ 
Technology

Extra-wide opening for 
easy loading, drinking, 
and cleaning.

Double-Wall
Vacuum Insulation

Vacuum insulation is one of the best-
known insulators, and helps ensure 
cold drinks stay cold and hot drinks 
stay hot.

TripleHaul™ Cap

Three-finger grip for 
easy carry.

Dishwasher Safe

Because no one needs more work to do.

Radiant Barrier

The radiant barrier reduces radiation’s impact on your cup or 
bottle, making sure your drinks stay cold.

18/8 Stainless Steel
 
We source industrial-strength stainless steel because we 
know our customers are going to put our Ramblers through 
the wringer. Its thick-gauge construction is built to take on 
any weather and all dents and drops.





The Rambler™ 10 oz (296 ml) Lowball tumbler is the ideal drinking 
companion at the deer lease or around the campfire. Whether it 
replaces your morning coffee cup or serves as your nightly whiskey 
glass, the Lowball’s double-wall vacuum insulation will keep your hot 
drinks hot and your cold drinks cold far longer than standard drinkware. 
And unlike your favourite bourbon glass, this Lowball will never shatter 
or leave a ring on your coffee table, thanks to its 18/8 stainless steel 
construction and No Sweat™ Design. 

RRP £19.99 | €24,99

10 OZ LOWBALL

While most things are better outdoors, it’s especially true of wine. But 
that simple pleasure demanded some serious engineering to ensure no 
pool deck, happy hour, or boat is hampered by broken glass. Our 
10 oz. Wine Tumbler is the YETI® answer to the wine glass and 
available in stainless steel and DuraCoat™ colour. Now, enjoying your 
wine in the wild is simultaneously hard core and laid back.

RRP £24.99 | €29,99 

10 OZ WINE TUMBLER

STAINLESS

STAINLESS

WHITE

WHITE

BLACK

BLACK

NAVY

NAVY

SEAFOAM

SEAFOAM



The YETI Rambler® 14 oz. (414ml) Camp Mug is the toughest, most 
over-engineered camp mug out there. Unlike traditional camp mugs, this 
double-wall vacuum-insulated body protects hands from hot or cold 
contents while keeping coffee, chili, oatmeal – you name it – 
well-insulated. The mug’s wide opening means contents are easily 
accessible but will cool quicker. That’s why the mug comes with the 
standard Rambler 30 oz. Lid (also compatible with the Rambler 30 oz. 
MagSlider Lid) so you can cap it and keep it hot until you’re good and 
ready. 

RRP £24.99 | €29,99

14 OZ MUG 

STAINLESS

WHITE

BLACKNAVY SEAFOAM

With the Rambler 20 oz (591ml) Tumbler, your beverages will stay 
ice-cold or piping hot longer. We over-engineered these double-wall 
insulated tumblers with an 18/8 stainless steel body, which means your 
cold drink or coffee still keeps its temperature no matter how much of 
a beating this cup takes. They’re BPA-free (obviously), have a No Sweat 
Design to make sure your hands stay dry, and are dishwasher-safe. 
Plus its crystal-clear lid lets you check your drink status in a flash. 
Refill, anyone? 

RRP £29.99 | €34,99

20 OZ TUMBLER

STAINLESS

WHITE

BLACKNAVY SEAFOAM

Days on the dock are made better with the Rambler 30 oz (887 ml) 
Tumbler. It’ll keep your dinnertime drink cool well past sundown or your 
coffee piping hot throughout the morning. The Rambler 30 oz. Tumbler 
is made of 18/8 kitchen-grade stainless steel, has double-wall vacuum 
insulation, and No Sweat Design. No matter which YETI cup you choose, 
our Ramblers are dishwasher safe, BPA-free, and ready for just about 
anything. 

RRP £29.99 | €39,99

30 OZ TUMBLER

STAINLESS

WHITE

BLACKNAVY SEAFOAM





The Rambler 18 oz (532ml) drink bottle is next-level. The perfect addition 
to your rough commutes, day hikes, or kayak sessions, this insulated 
water bottle has the power to keep your water cold (or coffee hot) until 
the last sip. Like the rest of our Rambler series, the 18 oz. Bottle features 
a No Sweat Design to keep your hands dry with double-wall vacuum 
insulation to lock in temperature. Its 18/8 stainless steel construction 
stands up to even the toughest of conditions, and you’ll find the 
leakproof, 3-finger grip, insulated TripleHaul Cap protects your 
truck cab or day pack from spills.

RRP £29.99 | €34,99

18 OZ BOTTLE

The YETI Rambler 26 oz (769ml) drink bottle is the right size for when 
you won’t be off the grid too long, but still want to keep a drink handy. 
It’s the go-to bottle for an afternoon hike, wetting a quick line, or solo 
journey that might include a detour. And if you want to add a more 
personal touch, you can even customise your bottle with DuraCoat 
colour, available in 5 different shades inspired by the wild. Personal, 
rugged, and ready for almost anything, the Rambler 26 oz. water bottle 
is the perfect addition to your day’s adventure.

RRP £39.99 | €44,99

26 OZ BOTTLE

STAINLESS

STAINLESS

WHITE

WHITE

BLACK

BLACK

NAVY

NAVY

SEAFOAM

SEAFOAM

On-the-go coffee enthusiasts, meet the ultimate drinking vessel for 
filling up and hitting the road. While this 12 oz. (354ml) Bottle is 
conveniently light and fits in standard cup holders, it holds more than 
enough coffee to jump-start your day, whether you’re gearing up for 
an early morning trip or need an energy boost before a day outdoors. 
Why we’re giving this Rambler extra kudos? It’s topped with a unique, 
360-drinking, 100% leakproof HotShot Cap that lives up to its name by 
letting you sip from any side while locking in piping-hot temperatures 
for hours on end.

RRP £29.99 | €34,99

12 OZ BOTTLE W/ HOT SHOT CAP

STAINLESS BLACKNAVY SEAFOAM



We’ve brought the legendary insulating power of our Rambler Tumblers 
into bottle form. The 36 oz (1065ml) YETI Rambler Bottle is the perfect 
addition to your blind, ranch, or boat, with enough power to keep your 
water cold until the very last drop. The 36 oz. water bottle features a 
durable 18/8 stainless steel construction with a No Sweat Design to 
keep condensation from collecting. And it’s BPA-free. In other words, 
this is the only insulated stainless steel bottle for cold (or hot) 
beverages that are built for the wild.

RRP £49.99 | €54,99

36 OZ BOTTLE

The Rambler Half Gallon Jug (1893ml) is built to take on the wild, wheth-
er that’s rough tumbles from the truck cab or fishing the Texas flats in 
August. Like the rest of the Rambler series, it’s constructed from 18/8 
stainless steel, has double-wall vacuum insulation, and comes ready 
with our No Sweat Design. But this Rambler Jug is also outfitted with our 
MagCap and dock, so your cap is never out of reach while you grab a 
drink. The one-inch of lid insulation locks in your drink’s temperature 
unlike any other water jug out there. If you want to take your cold (or 
hot) drinks further for longer, the Rambler Half Gallon Jug 
has you covered.

RRP £99.99 | €119,99

HALF GALLON JUG

With double-wall vacuum insulation and one-inch of lid insulation, the 
Rambler One Gallon Jug (3785ml) is built to keep things ice-cold (or 
piping hot) for longer. It has the same durable 18/8 stainless steel 
construction as the rest of the Rambler series, which makes it damn near 
indestructible, with a hefty stainless steel handle to make hauling your 
one-gallon jug easy. It’s also outfitted with the quick securing MagCap 
and dock, so you can keep your cap close at hand while you grab a 
swig. This Rambler Jug is glacier sized for long days at the worksite or 
a rough day at the lease, so pack up your drinks and hit the road - your 
Rambler Jug is built for whatever comes it’s way. 

RRP £129.99 | €149,99

ONE GALLON JUG

STAINLESS BLACKNAVY SEAFOAM

STAINLESS

STAINLESS

BLACKNAVY

BLACKNAVY



RAMBLER
JR 12OZ



FLIP. SIP. ADVENTURE. REPEAT.

CAP TECH SPECS

FOR BACKYARD CAMPOUTS, FORT 
BUILDING, AND OUTDOOR EXPLORING.

This ultra-durable and supremely insulated bottle lets your little wild ones enjoy a refreshing 
sip of water and get back to exploring. It’s also dishwasher safe – cap, straw, and bottle – 

because no one needs more work to do. 

DISHWASHER SAFE

Because one less 
chore sounds nice. ULTRA LEAK

RESISTANT

Ideal for impromptu 
rowdiness.

SHATTER-RESISTANT 
CONSTRUCTION

Recess is no match for the 
rowdy-resistant 
Straw Cap.

18/8 STAINLESS 
STEEL

To withstand all dents 
and drops.

DOUBLE-WALL VACUUM 
INSULATION

Keeps drinks ice-cold.

DURACOAT™ COLOUR

Won’t crack or peel.

NO SWEAT™ DESIGN

Keeps their hands dry — 
critical when summiting 
the jungle gym.

BPA-FREE

So they can safely sip 
without a worry in the 
world.

WHY THE RAMBLER JR
IS WORTH IT



Rambler Jr. is a small and mighty kids bottle over-engineered for your little wild ones. 
This 12 oz. powerhouse inherited double-wall vacuum insulation from its Rambler predecessors, 
carrying on the family legacy by locking in ice-cold water through backyard campouts and breaks 
between tag. As a well-deserved convenience for you, we made sure its Straw Cap 
(which comes included, by the way) is ultra leak-resistant and both the bottle 
and cap are dishwasher safe. Plus, it’s engineered with a super strong, stainless steel armour 
that won’t flinch through bumps and drops on account of slippery hands.

RRP £29.99 | €34,99

RAMBLER JR 12OZ BOTTLE

NAVYHARBOR PINK CANYON REDREEF BLUE SEAFOAM



Baja California, Mexico
Image by Jeff Johnson





Our customer-favourite Boomer Dog Bowl now comes in a smaller pawprint. This 
four-cup bowl is built for the smaller adventure companions who still require the 
same rugged durability and smart, non-slip design. As for you, we made sure it’s 
dishwasher safe and engineered with the same double-wall, non-insulated 
stainless steel so it’s just as durable, easy to clean, and resistant to rust and 
roughhousing. 

RRP £39.99 | €49,99

BOOMER 4 DOG BOWL

Meet Boomer™. A YETI Dog Bowl designed to be as dependable and adventurous 
as your best friend. It holds eight cups of refreshing water and tasty treats, and 
built with double-wall, non-insulated stainless steel making it incredibly durable, 
easy to clean, and resistant to rust and roughhousing. When they’ve successfully 
licked Boomer clean, just throw it in the dishwasher, because time is better spent 
on the boat, duck hunting, or exploring new trails together.    

RRP £49.99 | €59,99

BOOMER 8 DOG BOWL

STAINLESS BLACKNAVY SEAFOAM

STAINLESS BLACKNAVY SEAFOAM



BAGS
CAMINO
PANGA







Alpine Hunt - Victoria
Images by Adam Gibson



Designed to make any adventure’s dirty work a little easier, the Camino™ 
Carryall is the perfect all-purpose, here-to-there bag for any and every 
day. Rugged and to-the-point, Camino is made from the same 
waterproof, ultra-durable, and easy-to-clean material as the Panga™ 
Duffel. This tote bag will keep your wet boots and waders contained, 
keep dry gear inside protected from mud and puddles, and provide a 
tough barrier from sharp hooks and tools. Never again leave your gear 
(or your truck) to the mercy of a sloppy bag.

RRP £149.99 | €179,99

CAMINO CARRYALL 35

EVERGLADE SAND STORM GREY



The Panga™ Backpack is an airtight citadel merging the durability of the 
Panga Duffel with a tried-and-true backpack design. Its ergonomic 
DryHaul™ Shoulder Straps offer extra carrying comfort, while the 
removable chest straps and waist belt provide added stability and 
security while you trek. And no need to carry it over your head while 
you wade or blink an eye if left out in the rain, because it’s a 100% 
waterproof gear fortress equipped to outperform any backpack out 
there.

HOLDS
28 Litres 

RRP £299.99 | €349,99

PANGA BACKPACK 28

With our Panga™ dry duffel, you’re prepared. Our fully submersible duffel 
offers zero access points for rogue wetness into your gear. Panga’s 
ultra-durable design withstands getting dunked and dragged while 
remaining 100% dry on the inside.

HOLDS
50 Litres 

RRP £299.99 | €349,99

PANGA 50

Panga™ 75 is an ultra-durable, fully submersible dry duffel. This dry bag 
is built to take a beating and keep your gear dry in the face of 
whitewater, or when you’re fishing offshore. This is a whole new 
category of waterproof.

HOLDS
75 Litres

RRP £349.99 | €399,99

PANGA 75



Alpine Hunt - Victoria
Images by Adam Gibson



Is anything you pack on a multi-night trek a non-essential? No. So 
everything from your sleeping bag to your left sock needs to be 
accessible and 100% dry. With Panga™ 100 our largest, absolutely 
waterproof dry duffel, you’re on the right side of prepared.

HOLDS
100 Litres

RRP £399.99 | €449,99

PANGA 100



COOLER
& CARGO 

COLOURS
HARD COOLERS

ROADIE 20

TUNDRA 35

TUNDRA 45

TUNDRA 65

TUNDRA 75

TUNDRA 105

TUNDRA 110

TUNDRA 125

TUNDRA 160

TUNDRA 210

TUNDRA 250

TUNDRA 350

TUNDRA HAUL

TANK 45

TANK  85

SILO 6G

SOFT COOLERS

HOPPER FLIP 8

HOPPER FLIP 12

HOPPER FLIP 18

HOPPER 30

HOPPER BF 24

HOPPER M30

DAYTRIP LUNCH BAG

CARGO

LOADOUT GOBOX

BUCKET

WHITE  DESERT TAN            SEA FOAM       CHARCOAL           NAVY           

             FOG GREY       CHARCOAL           NAVY           



WHITE  DESERT TAN            SEA FOAM       CHARCOAL           NAVY           

SIZES AND VOLUME

PRODUCT

PRODUCT

HARDSIDE

SOFTSIDE

ROADIE 20
TUNDRA 35
TUNDRA 45
TUNDRA 65
TUNDRA 75
TUNDRA 105
TUNDRA 110
TUNDRA 125
TUNDRA 160
TUNDRA 210
TUNDRA 250
TUNDRA 350
TUNDRA HAUL
TUNDRA SILO 6G

TANK 45
TANK 85

V SERIES

DAYTRIP
HOPPER FLIP 8
HOPPER FLIP 12
HOPPER FLIP 18
HOPPER FLIP 2 30
HOPPER BACKFLIP 24
HOPPER M30

6.8 KG
10 KG
11 KG
16 KG
17.7 KG 
19.5 KG
21 KG
24.5 KG
28 KG
35 KG
39 KG
47 KG
14.5 KG
14.5 KG

6.8 KG
9.1 KG

15.8 KG

6
8
12
16
24 
20
13

18.9 L
25.3 L
31 L
48.4 L
66.2 L
74.2 L
86.7 L
107.1 L
133.6 L
188.5 L
209.3 L
299.3 L
50 L
22.7 L

40 L
78 L

70 L

7.9 L
7.9 L
12.1 L
17.7 L
30 L
24 L
27 L

37cm x 49cm x 35cm
39cm x 53cm x 41cm
39cm x 65cm x 41cm
41cm x 77cm x 44cm
46cm x 84cm x 46cm
51cm x 77cm x 50cm
51cm x 94cm x 46cm
51cm x 100cm x 50cm
55cm x 114cm x 50cm
61cm x 100cm x 65cm
54cm x 140cm x 57cm
59cm x 160cm x 62cm
45cm x 71cm x 46cm
78cm x 116cm x 99cm

41cm x 53cm
50cm x 65cm

44cm x 59cm x 38cm

37cm x 49cm x 35cm
39cm x 53cm x 41cm
39cm x 65cm x 41cm
41cm x 77cm x 44cm
46cm x 84cm x 46cm
51cm x 77cm x 50cm
51cm x 94cm x 46cm

WEIGHT

CANS

LITRES

LITRES

EXTERIOR

EXTERIOR

             FOG GREY       CHARCOAL           NAVY           



BAGS

CAMINO

PANGA BP

PANGA 50

PANGA 75

PANGA 100

SIDEKICK DRY

DRINKWARE

COLSTER

WINE TUMBLER

MUG 10oz

MUG 14oz

 MUG 24oz

RAMBLER 10oz

RAMBLER 20oz

RAMBLER 30oz

RAMBLER 12oz HS

RAMBLER 18oz

RAMBLER 26oz

RAMBLER 36oz

JUG 1/2G

JUG 1G

RAMBLER JR 

BOOMER 4

BOOMER 8

DRINKWARE
& BAG COLOURS

WHITE STORM GREY       REEF BLUE  SEAFOAM         FOG GREY       TAN        NAVY             STAINLESS          BLACK       HARBOR PINK







OUTFIT YOUR TUNDRA, 
HOPPER, TANK & SILO

ACCESSORIES



ICE CONFIGURATION

HOPPER FLIP 12

HOPPER FLIP 8

HOPPER FLIP 18

HOPPER M30

HOPPER BACKFLIP 24

TANK 45

TANK 85

HOPPER TWO 30



YETI ICE is designed to be as cold as science allows. It’s dialled-in to the most effective temperature, -2°C, 
to keep your food and drinks cold, but never frozen, for hours - even days. 

STAYS COLD LONGER
Chills ice and contents faster and 
helps keep your ice colder longer.

IMPACT RESISTANT
Won’t bust or shatter.

FREEZES FASTER
Custom shape helps it freeze faster. 

NO MESSY CLEANUP
No puddles to drain, just toss 
it back in your freezer. 

WHY THE YETI ICE
IS WORTH IT

1 LB ICE
£14.99
€19,99

2 LB ICE
£19.99
€24,99

4 LB ICE
£29.99
€34,99



Secure your Tundra® in a truck bed or any other areas where it might be 
vulnerable with the YETI® Security Cable Lock & Bracket. Our high-strength 
carbon steel lock bracket is designed to fit into your YETI’s AnchorPoint™ 
Tie-Down Slots. The 6 ft. long cable, with fully adjustable lock, holds tight at 
any position and easily threads through anchor points. For those that want an 
even more substantial theft deterrent, consider the high-strength carbon steel 
YETI Locking Bracket and use the cable or chain and lock of your choosing.

COMING SOON TO EUROPE

SECURITY CABLE LOCK & BRACKET

Keep your bucket or cooler from slipping or sliding with the YETI® Tie-Down 
Kit. This kit helps lock your cooler in place on the boat, ute, or trailer. When not 
in use, only the low-profile deck plates remain, leaving nothing to trip over.

COMING SOON TO EUROPE 
 

TIE-DOWN KIT

Our YETI® stainless steel Locking Bracket slips into Tundra®’s AnchorPoint™ 
Tie-Down Slots and allows you to use a wide variety of locks, chains, or other 
security devices to keep your cooler secure. It’s perfect for locking your Tundra 
into a truck bed, trailer, or any other areas where your YETI might be vulnerable.

RRP £15.99 | €19,99

LOCK BRACKET 
POWDER COATED STAINLESS STEEL



Make your YETI® do double duty on the boat or dock with the YETI Cooler Seat 
Cushion. Our Seat Cushion has at least 2 inches of dense foam (3 inches in the 
Tundra® 125, 160 & 250 cushions) and is made of tough, white, UV marine vinyl 
stitched with GORE® TENARA® Sewing Thread. To install, screw the included 
studs into the cooler lid and snap the cushion in place. Cushions are available 
for all YETI Tundra models and all hardware is stainless steel.

RRP €149,99

TUNDRA SEAT CUSHION WHITE

The YETI Tundra® and Roadie® meet the Interagency Grizzly Bear 
Committee (IGBC) standards for bear-resistant containers when used 
with extra-long shank Master locks. Our hard coolers have been 
thoroughly tested in both controlled bear simulations and with wild 
grizzly bears. When padlocks are used properly, grizzlies 
get nothing but frustrated after coming across your cooler.

COMING SOON TO EUROPE 

BEAR-PROOF LOCK TWO-PACK

Make your YETI® do double duty in the blind or dove field with the YETI Cooler 
Seat Cushion in Camo Max 4. To install, screw the included studs into the cooler 
lid and snap the cushion in place. Cushions are available for most YETI Tundra® 
models and all hardware is stainless steel.

RRP €149,99 

TUNDRA SEAT CUSHION MAX4



Prevent soggy sandwiches or wet lunch supplies with the YETI® Cooler Basket 
made with coated steel wire. Tundra® 250 (2-Latch) Basket will only work on 
coolers where there are two latches on the lid of the cooler. All Tundra models 
come standard with one dry goods basket. Not available for Tundra Haul.

Starting from *
RRP £14.99 | €19,99

TUNDRA BASKETS

Get your Tundra® moving with the YETI® Sliding Feet. They allow you 
to slide your cooler with ease on hard surfaces like boat decks or truck 
beds. And these feet are made of polyethylene, just like our coolers, so 
they’re built to last. Mounting hardware included. Compatible with all 
Tundra models with oval two-prong feet.

COMING SOON TO EUROPE 

    

TUNDRA SLIDING FEET 4-PACK

Drain your YETI® cooler without lifting a finger. The Drain Plug Hose 
Connection fits most standard hoses. When not in use, secure the provided cap 
to lock in your cooler’s cold-holding power. Compatible with Tundra®, Roadie®, 
and TANK® models.

RRP AUD$14.95  NZ$17.99

 

DRAIN PLUG W/ HOSE CONNECTION



Make the most of your day on the water with the SeaDek®. This durable, 
slip-resistant SeaDek is made from 6-millimeter EVA foam and provides 
excellent traction and extreme comfort while using your YETI® as a 
standing or casting platform. The SeaDek attaches 
permanently to your cooler with a pressure-sensitive adhesive 
backing and is custom fit for YETI Tundra® models up to Tundra 160.

Starting from *
RRP £59.99  | €79,99

Available in Cool Gray and Olive Green colour options.

SEADEK



Hydration is the key to survival, which makes the Tarpon Beverage Entry Tool 
your ultimate survival tool. With a twist-off wrench, church key, and can tab 
opener, it may replace your favourite multitool. Made of forged stainless steel.

COMING SOON TO EUROPE 

TARPON BEVERAGE ENTRY TOOL

Keep your beverage within reach on the boat, at the campsite, or on the river. 
The YETI® Beverage Holder mounts to the side of your YETI Tundra, Roadie or 
Tank® and serves as a secure and convenient caddy for your frosty beverage. 
This heavy-duty, powder-coated stainless steel holder slides securely into the 
AnchorPoint™ Tie-Down slot of your YETI, but doesn’t get in the way of 
opening your cooler to grab another drink.

COMING SOON TO EUROPE 
 
 

TUNDRA BEVERAGE HOLDER 
 

Don’t let your cold-holding power go down the drain. YETI®’s 
screw-in gasketed Drain Plug lets your cooler drain while the plug is 
only partially open.

COMING SOON TO EUROPE

DRAIN PLUG TWO-PACK 
(TUNDRA, ROADIE)



The YETI TANK® is a highly portable party machine designed for advanced 
beverage distribution, but we wanted to make it even better. Available for both 
the YETI TANK 45 and YETI TANK 85, the YETI TANK Lids are made of 
UV-resistant, marine-grade material. You can keep your beloved party tub even 
colder while moving it from place to place or use the Tank as an extra seat or 
cutting surface.

Starting from *
RRP £49.99 | €49,99

TANK LID

Recognise these latches from anywhere? If you own an ATV, you might. 
These latches are built to withstand the pounding an ATV dishes out, 
and they’ll also last for years on your YETI® cooler. Same goes for the 
latch keepers, which are molded directly into the cooler’s body.

COMING SOON TO EUROPE

TUNDRA LATCHES TWO-PACK

The YETI® Bottle Key is the ultimate wrench for opening your bottle. Designed as 
a Class 2 Lever, a mechanical advantage is achieved by applying force about the 
fulcrum for easy cap removal (Physics 101). Stamped from 1/8” stainless steel.

COMING SOON TO EUROPE

BOTTLE KEY OPENER



Secure your YETI® with our heavy-duty rubber Corner Chocks. Rubber 
provides excellent, non-abrasive support and can withstand years of wear and 
sun exposure. 
Kit includes: 4 rubber Corner Chocks. 2 marine grade bungees. 
Stainless steel mounting hardware.

COMING SOON TO EUROPE

CORNER CHOCKS

Gain easy rod access whether paddling or boating. Our Rod Holster is made 
from a single heavy-duty polypropylene tube, attached to a sturdy, stainless 
steel, powder-coated bracket. It slides securely into the AnchorPoint™ 
Tie-Down Slot of your YETI® cooler without getting in the way of the lid and 
makes a secure storage option for your casting and spinning rods.

COMING SOON TO EUROPE 
 

TUNDRA ROD HOLSTER

Organise your cooler with our Dividers. Using the horizontal or vertical di-
viders, you can separate your catches or make room for more storage. Each 
divider fits directly inside the molded-in divider groove. And they also make 
great cutting boards when not in use.

Starting from *
RRP £24.99 | €29,99

TUNDRA DIVIDERS



Tackle any task with the LoadOut Utility Gear Belt. The QuadPocket™ Design 
is specifically engineered for all your general stuff. Tools, tackle, spent shells, 
pocket knives, dog treats, bottle caps. You get it. But we’re not leaving it all up 
to the imagination. Our HitchPoint™ Grid webbing fits the YETI MOLLE bottle 
opener and the YETI MOLLE Zinger, so you’re equipped for anything — like 
popping open a cold beer.

RRP £39.99 | €49,99

LOADOUT UTILITY GEAR BELT

Crafted from rugged polypropylene, the Rambler® Jug Mount can be 
fastened to your work truck, ATV, boat, or trailer. It ’s the only water 
jug mount designed specif ically for the Rambler Jugs. This jug mount 
includes the following hardware: wood screws, bolts, 
nyloc nuts, and washers.

RRP £39.99 | €49,99

RAMBLER JUG MOUNT

With everything the bucket can do, it’s not known for its organisational 
capacity. This 3-compartment caddy is built YETI tough, so it’s resistant to 
cracks and breaks when you need to fling it aside or drop it on the deck. It fits 
tight and stays put at the top, just below the bucket’s top with a retractable 
grab-and-go handle, so it’s lid-compatible, too.

RRP £19.99 | €29,99

LOADOUT CADDY



The MOLLE Bottle Opener attaches directly to your Hopper™, meaning you’ll 
never again be without a way to crack into those icy brews. Its low profile 
prevents snagging, attaches snugly for maximum leverage, and is made from 
corrosion-resistant stainless steel that can take a major beating. As an added 
bonus, you can attach it to your pack or any other MOLLE rigging just in case 
your Hopper’s HitchPoint™ Grid is full. 
Each sold separately. 

RRP £9.99 |  €14,99

MOLLE BOTTLE OPENER

The LoadOut Lid keeps contents safe from salt spray and contained when the 
water gets rough. Taking inspiration from the Rambler family of lids, it’s 
transparent, easy to remove and watertight – but this time we brought in 
reinforcements. The HeftHex™ Construction makes for a more durable 
framework that resists cracking, even in extreme temps with over 130kgs of 
pressure. If you didn’t think lid technology was a thing before, 
this will get your attention.

RRP £29.99 | €39,99 

LOADOUT LID

Keep your multitools or bottle openers within arm’s reach with the MOLLE Zing-
er. The MOLLE Zinger easily attaches to your YETI® Hopper™ HitchPoint™ Grid. Its 
retractable cord is made from braided bomber cord for maximum strength and 
durability. Add on a wide variety of field tools to the flat split ring, from flashlights 
to clippers. Don’t get caught empty-handed in the field — keep the MOLLE 
Zinger close by.

RRP £29.99 | €39,99

MOLLE ZINGER



The fastest way to get from a closed bottle to an open one. Our bottle 
opener mounts directly to your Tundra® or Roadie® but is just as easily 
at home on your deck, in your kitchen, or out by the barbecue. Its
rugged design, made of cast stainless steel, provides premium 
durability and makes opening bottles easy. The four-screw design 
provides stronger mount, but be sure to not over-tighten screws when 
mounting to your YETI. Use manual screwdriver for best results.

RRP £19.99 | €29,99

WALL MOUNTED BOTTLE OPENER

YETI® wants to give you a hand, or at least a Handle, when it comes to securely 
hauling your Rambler™ Tumbler. The Rambler Handles offer an alternative way to 
hold your Lowball, 20 oz. and 30 oz. Tumblers to optimise portability.
The Handle’s rubber grip provides an easy fit for your Rambler and its 
polypropylene construction means your Handle will handle bumps and thumps 
just fine. Because it’s not just a cup handle – it’s a YETI.

RRP £9.99 | €11,99

RAMBLER HANDLES



We simplified sipping with the Rambler Bottle Straw Cap. When you need 
some water (or whatever cold drink suits you), all you have to do is flip it open, 
take a sip, and close it tight to stay moving. It’s leak-resistant, easy to carry 
(thanks to the TripleHaul™ Handle), and has a wide straw opening so you get 
more drink with every sip. Wherever the wild takes you, the YETI Straw Cap for 
the Rambler Bottles makes it easy to sip without slowing down.

RRP £11.99 | €15,99

RAMBLER BOTTLE STRAW CAP

Get to drinking faster with the Rambler Bottle Chug Cap. It just takes a quick 
half-twist of the TripleHaul™ Handle to open and then you’re good to go, 
making it easy to steal a sip without slowing down. Its classic spout allows 
for speedy gulps, plus it’s shatter-resistant and dishwasher safe, like the rest 
of the YETI Rambler accessories. And while your friends don’t need to chant 
“chug” as you drink from the Chug Cap, we certainly don’t think it hurts to add 
to the experience.

RRP £12.99 |  €15,99 
 

RAMBLER BOTTLE CHUG CAP

On-the-go caffeine enthusiasts meet the insulated, 360-drinking, 100% 
leakproof cap ideal for morning commutes, cold-weather hunts, night shifts, and 
beyond. With just a half twist and a click, you can sip from any side and enjoy 
that perfect, piping-hot temp. And as an added bonus, you can put the Hot Shot™ 
Cap on any of our Rambler Bottles – it’s compatible with all of ‘em. But if you ask 
us, the 12 oz. is the perfect size for it.

RRP £12.99 | €15,99

RAMBLER BOTTLE HOTSHOT CAP



The Rambler™ series’ famous cold-retaining properties keep frozen beverages 
icy for hours, and now the Straw Lid makes them easier to enjoy. Our wide, 
durable drinking straw makes this the perfect lid for margaritas, slushies, and 
whatever drinks you’d rather sip than gulp. 
Unlike other insulated cups with straws, the Rambler™ Straw Lids are built to last 
and have a molded-in stopper that holds your straw safely in place. And just like 
our other Rambler® lids, it’s shatter-resistant, dishwasher-safe, and completely 
free of BPA.

RRP £9.99 | €11,99

RAMBLER TUMBLER STRAW LID

This hydration innovation marries our chug-style cap with the 
simplicity, function, and power of magnets for a 100% leakproof, 
on-the-go solution. The MagDock Cap is smartly designed with a 
magnet docking station so you never lose your cap when you’re 
downing your H20. And the customer-favourite narrow spout 
of our chug cap allows for faster drinking while keeping ice cubes at 
bay. That’s too many wins to count.

RRP £12.99 | €15,99

RAMBLER MAGDOCK CAP



The MagSlider Lid means enjoying drinks from our Rambler Tumblers without 
worrying about splashes on the go. Unlike other closeable drink lids, ours 
harness the power of magnets (yep, real magnets) for smooth opening and 
closing, and have a crystal clear lid so you can always see if you’re in need of 
a top up. Our magnet technology also makes for easy cleaning — you can pop 
the MagSlider off, rinse, dry, and return it to the YETI Slider Lid. 

RRP £9.99 | €11,99

MAGSLIDER LID - 10 OZ / 20 OZ 
TUMBLER

The MagSlider Lid means enjoying drinks from our Rambler Tumblers 
without worrying about splashes on the go. Unlike other closeable drink lids, 
ours harness the power of magnets (yep, real magnets) for smooth opening and 
closing, and have a crystal clear lid so you can always see if you’re in need of a 
top up. Our magnet technology also makes for easy cleaning — you can pop the 
MagSlider off, rinse, dry, and return it to the YETI Slider Lid. And the MagSlider 
Lid is dishwasher safe and shatter-resistant, just like the rest of our 
Rambler accessories.

RRP £9.99 | €11,99

MAGSLIDER LID - WINE TUMBLER

The MagSlider Lid means enjoying drinks from our Rambler Tumblers without 
worrying about splashes on the go. Unlike other closeable drink lids, ours 
harness the power of magnets (yep, real magnets) for smooth opening and 
closing, and have a crystal clear lid so you can always see if you’re in need of a 
top up. Our magnet technology also makes for easy cleaning — you can pop the 
MagSlider off, rinse, dry, and return it to the YETI Slider Lid. 

RRP £9.99 | €11,99

MAGSLIDER LID - 14 OZ MUG / 30 OZ 
TUMBLER
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WARRANTY
INFORMATION

WE’RE DEDICATED TO MAKING SOME OF THE MOST DURABLE OUTDOOR PRODUCTS ON 
THE PLANET. BUT SOMETIMES THE UNEXPECTED HAPPENS.

As a reminder the YETI Product Warranty below should be made available for consumers to review. 
If a consumer has further questions about the Warranty Policy, they can find more information at https://eu.yeti.com/pages/
faq#Warranty or you can contact YETI at 0808 1697080. 

WARRANTY DISCLAIMER

This warranty does not include any manufacturer responsibility for any incidental or consequential damages resulting from the use 
of the coolers or anyother YETI product. If warranty applies, the manufacturer will repair or replace, at their discretion, the cooler 
or any part or component that is deemed defective. YETI reserves the right to change products and designs without incurring any 
obligations to incorporate such changes into already completed products, or those in the hands of dealers or consumers. Products 
repaired or replaced under this warranty may or may not incorporate these changes. Damaged products must be returned directly to 
YETI, in the original box or adequate cardboard packaging, freight prepaid. 
A copy of the original sales receipt and the Return Authorisation Number (RMA#) must be included with the product.

3-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

YETI Hopper, Panga, and LoadOut carry a 3-Year Limited 
Warranty against defects in material and workmanship. This 
warranty applies to only the original owner and is void if the 
product is used commercially, structurally altered, or subjected 
to stress beyond the physical limits of the materials used in 
body or components, or is damaged as a result of abnormal 
use. Punctures and normal wear and tear are not warranted. 
Any limited edition product still under warranty will be replaced 
at the discretion of YETI with the same size product in a 
different colour based on availability.

5-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

YETI Tundras, TANKs, Roadies, YETI ICE, and the YETI Rambler 
Series of stainless steel products carry a 5-Year Limited 
Warranty against defects in material and workmanship. This 
warranty applies to only the original owner and is void if the 
product is used commercially, structurally altered, or subjected 
to stress beyond the physical limits of the materials used in 
body or components, or is damaged as a result of abnormal 
use. Normal wear and tear is not warranted. Any limited edition 
product still under warranty will be replaced at the discretion of 
YETI with the same size product in a different colour based on 
availability.



Thank you for your continued support and 
partnership.
 
We are looking forward to working more closely 
with you to ensure YETI continues to grow in both 
popularity and profitablility for your business.

For more information
Contact your local YETI agent or YETI direct at:
customerservice@yeti.co.uk

uk.yeti.com eu.yeti.com

SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR RETAILERS






